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Product Description

PRO39-MIL ASPLR System.   Includes a professional 
military grade, Made in The USA, FBT PRO39-MIL carbon 
fiber tripod with Precision Bowl Tensioner FPBT-LH and 
a Raised Arca Swiss-Picatinny Lever Clamp FBT-ASPLR 
Tripod system is 63.3" tall, 7.4 lbs and is equipped with 
our new patent pending Titan Leg Lock SystemTM. Can 
convert from 75mm bowl top to flat top. 29.75" folded 
length, 145 lb load capacity, Extra strong 10 layer 39 
mm x 1.2mm leg tube,  FREE QR44 Arca Swiss QR plate. 
Precision Bowl Tensioner and Arca Swiss Picatinny 
Lever Clamp provides +/- 20 deg dynamic movement and 
360 independent pan rotation. Instantly switch between 
Arca Swiss and Picatinny mounts with the same lever 
clamp system. With Coyote brown Tactical padded carry 
case & shoulder sling strap. 

Features 

The all new PRO Series tripods are a "start from 
scratch" redesign of the very successful BT Precision 
Series Tripod. Made in the USA for military and PRS/LR 
competitive shooting applications, this is the strongest 
most vestal tripod in it's class. The new patent pending 
"Titan Leg Lock" technology makes this a "one of a kind" 
design. This technology allows for both automatic leg 
angle adjustment and "locked" angle positions for 
maximum strength and rigidity. Absolutely necessary 
for multiple round firing. The all new HD 39 mm dia x 
1.2mm extra THK wall, 10 layer, diamond pattern carbon 
fiber legs provide maximum strength & rigidity. The new 
O-ring sealed-extended length twist locks make the legs 
twice as strong as the same size BT Precision legs. Ideal 
for Professional PRS/LR competitive shooting, LE/
military sniper, high power spotting scopes, video, and 
long lens photography. Combine the FPBT-LH tension 
control handle and Arca Swiss Picatinny Lever clamp 
system to achieve the perfect shooting platform. Or 
convert to a flat top tripod or install the optional 
telescoping center tube Assembly to meet any 
application. MADE IN THE USA 

Folds to 28’’.Weight 6.6 lbs Max Height 62.0 Min 
Working Height 6.14 Bowl Diameter 75mm Folded 
length 27.94 Leg Segments 3, twist Load Capacity 
145 lbs Leg Dia 39mm x 1.2mm Leg Angle Locks Yes 

(patent pending Titan Leg Lock System)



Arca Swiss-Picatinny Lever Clamp 
with Pan Axis 

Arca Swiss-Picatinny Lever Clamp is a multi function 
mount system that connects directly to an FBT-LB 
levelling base with an interlocking face groove and an 
external retention clamp to provide smooth pan 
rotation and shock absorption. Capable of mounting 
Arca Swiss or Picatinny Rail system directly without 
the need for a QR head plate. Adjustable tension side 
lever clamp for quick connect and release. The 
independent pan axis allows smooth panning without 
releasing the levelling base. Top plane bubble 
level, and vertical tilt level assures weapon is perfectly 
upright for PRS & LR shooting. Configurable shock 
retention pins for Arca Swiss plates.



Product specifications 

Compatible with Xmount® 

 

Suitable for larger 
calibre weapons
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